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Nextiva AnywhereTM

The ability to have connectivity anywhere your business takes 
you, or fixed-mobile convergence (FMC), isn't a luxury in today's
business world — it’s a necessity. With more and more employ-
ees working out of the office, it’s becoming increasingly difficult 
for customers and colleagues to reach these remote workers 
given the number of different devices and numbers (mobile, 
office, home) they may be using. In such a disjointed environ-
ment, there is a need for a solution that makes communications 
as seamless as possible — whether working from the office, on 
the road or at home.

This demand for "on the go" accessibility is growing rapidly
for businesses of all sizes. Many companies may be deterred by 
the high entry costs of premises-based equipment and the 
complexities of integrating it with existing PBX equipment. 

Nextiva AnywhereTM is a network-based solution that simplifies 
FMC services and makes them affordable for businesses.

Calls to a single number ring to all phones, and the user is free 
to answer on any device. Once a call is active on the single 
number, the user is free to pickup any other device and continue 
the conversation uninterrupted. For example, if you’re on an 
office conference call but need to leave for your child’s soccer 
game — you can move the call to your mobile.

End-users receive the added benefit of a common business
calling “experience” across all devices. This capability allows 
you to dial colleagues with a four-digit extension from your 
mobile or transfer calls taken on the mobile to another 
colleagues’ desk phone or mobile without having to know 
whether he or she is in the office.

Key Features
Nextiva AnywhereTM supports an advanced feature set above 
and beyond premises-based competitors:

• One Business Number – Callers dial one number to
reach the user’s desk phone, mobile phone and a soft
phone simultaneously. All phones share a single 
voicemail box.

• Move Calls Among Devices – Users enjoy voice call
continuity by moving ongoing calls seamlessly from one
phone to another without hanging up.

• Universal Features – Users have access to all of their
business calling features and dialing plans, regardless
of which device they use to receive or make the call.

• Remote Office – Designate a temporary location
(home, hotel, etc.) to receive calls. Make calls via 
click-to-dial using your single number as caller ID.

• Nextiva AnywhereTM Web Portal – Self-service
management of a user’s phones (add, delete, etc.)

Optional Add-ons
Your business can further increase revenue with these
optional enhanced features:

• Unified Communications – Integrate Nextiva 
AnywhereTM features with IT applications such as Email, 
Unified Messaging, Instant Messaging, and Document 
Sharing.

• Custom Ringback Tones – Play  configurable 
personalized ringback tones based on the caller.

• Remote IP or Video Phones – Offer full or part-time
telecommuters a plug-and-play voice or videophone that
shares the number of their office phone.

Summary
With Nextiva AnywhereTM, you can use your business phone
services across your desk phone, PBX phone, mobile
phone, and soft client. This portability of communications is 
invaluable for mobility-critical businesses, and gives your 
customers a truly connected communications experience.


